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Q1. [40 pts] Probabilistic Language Modeling
In lecture, you saw an example of supervised learning where we used Naive Bayes for a binary classification problem:
To predict whether an email was ham or spam. To do so, we needed a labeled (i.e., ham or spam) dataset of emails.
To avoid this requirement for labeled datasets, let’s instead explore the area of unsupervised learning, where we don’t
need a labeled dataset. In this problem, let’s consider the setting of language modeling.
Language modeling is a field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) that tries to model the probability of the next
word, given the previous words. Here, instead of predicting a binary label of “yes” or “no,” we instead need to
predict a multiclass label, where the label is the word (from all possible words of the vocabulary) that is the correct
word for the blank that we want to fill in.
One possible way to model this problem is with Naive Bayes. Recall that in Naive Bayes, the features X1 , ..., Xm
are assumed to be pairwise independent when given the label Y . For this problem, let Y be the word we are trying
to predict, and our features be Xi for i = −n, ..., −1, 1, ..., n, where Xi = ith word i places from Y . (For example,
X−2 would be the word 2 places in front of Y . Again, recall that we assume each feature Xi to be independent of
each other, given the word Y . For example, in the sequence Neural networks ____ a lot, X−2 = Neural, X−1 =
networks, Y = the blank word (our label), X1 = a, and X2 = lot.
(a) First, let’s examine the problem of language modeling with Naive Bayes.
(i) [1 pt] Draw the Bayes Net structure for the Naive Bayes formulation of modeling the middle word of a
sequence given two preceding words and two succeeding words. You may think of the example sequence
listed above:
Neural networks ____ a lot.

(ii) [1 pt] Write the joint probability P (X−2 , X−1 , Y, X1 , X2 ) in terms of the relevant Conditional Probability
Tables (CPTs) that describe the Bayes Net.

(iii) [1 pt] What is the size of the largest CPT involved in calculating the joint probability? Assume a
vocabulary size of V , so each variable can take on one of possible V values.

(iv) [1 pt] Write an expression of what label y that Naive Bayes would predict for Y (Hint: Your answer
should involve some kind of arg max and CPTs.)

(v) [3 pts] Describe 2 problems with the Naive Bayes Approach for the general problem of language modeling.
Hint: do you see any problems with the assumptions that this approach makes?
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Now, let’s change our setting a bit. Instead of trying to fill in a blank given surrounding words, we are now only
given the preceding words. Say that we have a sequence of words: X1 , ..., Xm−1 , Xm . We know {Xi }m−1
i=0 but we
don’t know Xm .
(b) For this part, assume that every word is conditioned on all previous words. We will call this the Sequence
Model.
(i) [1 pt] Draw the Bayes Net (of only X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 , X5 ) for a 5-word sequence, where we want to predict
the fifth word in a sequence X5 given the previous 4 words X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 . Again, we are assuming here
that each word depends on all previous words.

(ii) [1 pt] Write an expression for the joint distribution of a general sequence of length m: P (X1 , ..., Xm ).

(iii) [1 pt] What is the size of the largest CPT involved in calculating the joint probability? Assume a
vocabulary size of V , so each variable can take on one of possible V values.

(c) You should have gotten a very large number for the previous part, which shows how infeasible the sequence
model is. Instead of the model above, let’s now examing another modeling option: N-grams. In N-gram
language modeling, we add back some conditional assumptions to bound the size of the CPTs that we consider.
We limit the tokens of consideration from “all previous words” to instead using only “the previous N −1 words.”
This creates the conditional assumption that, given the previous N − 1 words, the current word is independent
of any word before the previous N − 1 words. For example, for N = 3, if we are trying to predict the 100th
word, then given the previous N − 1 = 2 words (98th and 99th words), then the 100th word is independent of
words 1, . . . , 97 of the sequence.
(i) [1 pt] Making these additional conditional independence assumption changes our Bayes Net. Redraw the
Bayes Net from part (ci) to represent this new N-gram modeling of our 5-word sequence: X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 , X5 .
Use N = 3.
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(ii) [2 pts] Write an expression for the N-gram representation of the joint distribution of a general sequence
of length m: P (X1 , ..., Xm ). Please use set notation (for example: For tokens Xi , ..., Xj , please write
something of the form {Xk }jk=i ). Your answer should express the joint distribution P ({Xi }m
i=1 ), in terms
of m and N .
Hint: If you find it helpful, try it for the 5 word graph above first before going to a general m length
sequence.

(iii) [1 pt] What is the size of the largest CPT involved in calculating the joint probability above? Again,
assume a vocabulary size of V , and m > N .

(iv) [2 pts] Describe one disadvantage of using N-gram over Naive Bayes.

(v) [4 pts] Describe an advantage and disadvantage of using N-gram over the Sequence Model above.
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(d) In this question, we see a real-world application of smoothing in the context of language modeling.
Say we have the following training corpus from Ted Geisel:
i am sam . sam i am . i do not like green eggs and ham .
Consider the counts given in the tables below, as calculated from the sentence above.
1-gram
Token
i
am
sam
.
do
not
like
green
eggs
and
ham
TOTAL

Count
3
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
17

2-gram
Token1
i
i
TOTAL

phrases
Token2
am
do

starting with i
Count
2
1
3

2-gram
Token1
am
am
TOTAL

phrases
Token2
sam
.

starting with am
Count
1
1
2

(i) [1 pt] Based on the above dataset and counts, what is the N -gram estimate for N = 1, for the sequence
of 3 tokens i am ham? In other words, what is P (i, am, ham) for N = 1?

(ii) [1 pt] Based on the above dataset and counts, what is the N -gram estimate for N = 2, for the sequence
of 3 tokens i am ham? In other words, what is P (i, am, ham) for N = 2?

(iii) [3 pts] What is the importance of smoothing in the context of language modeling?
Hint: see your answer for the previous subquestion.
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(iv) [5 pts] Perform Laplace k-smoothing on the above problem and re-compute P (i, am, ham) with the
smoothed distribution, for N = 2. In order to calculate this, complete the pseudocount column for
each entry in the probability tables. Note we add a new <unk> entry, which represents any token not in
the table.
Hint: the count for the new <unk> row in each table would be 0.
1-gram
Token
i
am
sam
.
do
not
like
green
eggs
and
ham
<unk>
TOTAL
2-gram
Token1
i
i
i
TOTAL

phrases
Token2
am
do
<unk>

starting
Count
2
1
0
3

Count
3
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
17

with “i”
Pseudocount
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Pseudocount

2-gram
Token1
am
am
am
TOTAL

phrases
Token2
sam
.
<unk>

starting
Count
1
1
0
2

with “am”
Pseudocount

(v) [4 pts] What is a potential problem with Laplace smoothing? Propose a solution. (Assume that you have
chosen the best k, so finding the best k is not a problem.)
Hint: Consider the effect of smoothing on a small CPT.

(vi) [2 pts] Let the likelihood L(k) = P (i, am, sam), give an expression for the log likelihood ln L(k) of this
sequence after k-smoothing. Continue to assume N = 2.

(vii) [4 pts] Describe a procedure we could do to find a reasonable value of k. No mathematical computations
needed.
Hint: you might want to maximize the log likelihood ln L(k) on something.
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Q2. [40 pts] Machine Learning
In this question, we will attempt to develop more intuition about how Neural Networks work. In parts A and B, we
will discuss gradient descent, and in part C we look at backprop.
(a) Gradient descent is a procedure which allows you to minimize any loss function. As as example, let’s consider
a simple function Loss(w) = w2 and let’s assume that we want to minimize this function. Perform gradient
descent on this loss function by using the update rule w ← w − α dLoss
dw , where α is the learning rate.
(i) [1 pt] What is

dLoss
dw ?

Write your answer in terms of w.

(ii) [1 pt] What is the optimal w that minimizes this loss function? We denote this value of w as w∗ .

(iii) [2 pts] Carry out one iteration of gradient descent (i.e., weight update). What is the resulting weight
(and corresponding post-update loss) for the scenarios below? Plot the loss function (w2 ) by hand and,
for each of the two scenarios below, draw the direction in which w is updated (an arrow on the w axis
from wold to wnew ).
1. α = 0.1, w = 2

2. α = 1, w = −2
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(iv) [4 pts] Assume w is initialized to some nonzero value. Assume we are still working with Loss(w) = w2
1. Which value of α allows gradient descent to make w converge to w∗ in the least amount of steps?

2. For what range of α does w never converge?
Hint: You may consider for which γ where wt = γwt−1 will never converge.

(v) [2 pts] Why must α always be positive when performing gradient descent?

(b) It is unlikely that we have a loss function as nice as w2 . Say we instead want to minimize some more complex
3
4
loss Loss(w) = w2 + w3 − 3w2 + 7, a polynomial with local minima at w = −2, 1.5, a global minimum at
w = −2, a local maximum at w = 0, and limits that go to infinity for both w → ∞ and w → −∞.
30

Loss(w)

20

10

0
−3

−2

−1

0
w

1

2

3
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(i) [3 pts] Why do Neural Networks use gradient descent for optimization instead of just taking the derivative
and setting it equal to 0? Explain in 1-2 sentences. You may use the example error function from above
to explain your reasoning.

(ii) [1 pt] What is the optimal w∗ , given the loss above?

(iii) [3 pts] Let α and w take on the values below. For each case, perform some update steps and report
whether or not gradient descent will converge to the optimum w∗ after an infinite number of steps. If not,
report whether it converges to some other value, or does not converge to any value.
1. α = 1, w = 0

2. α = 1, w = −2

3. α = 1, w = 1

4. α = 0.1, w = 3
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5. α = 0.1, w = 2

6. α = 0.1, w = −10

(iv) [3 pts] From the subquestion above, explain in 1-2 sentences the effect of learning rate being (a) too high
and (b) too low.

(c) Let’s now look at some basic neural networks drawn as computation graphs.
(i) [1 pt] Consider the following computation graph, which represents a 1 layer Neural Network.
x

×

m

b

+

f (x)

1. Write the equation for the network’s output (y = f (x)) in terms of m, x, b.

2. Describe the types of functions that can be encoded by such a function (given that the variables that
it can control are m and b).
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(ii) [2 pts] Let’s stack two of the above graphs together to (potentially) represent a 2 layer “Neural Network.”
x

×

m1

b1

+

×

m2

+

f (x)

b2

1. Write the equation for y = f (x) in terms of m1 , m2 , b1 , b2 , x.

2. Describe the types of functions that can be encoded by such a function (given that the variables that
it can control are the 4 learnable parameters m1 , m2 , b1 , b2 ). Compare this with the previous neural
network’s expressive power.

3. Is this actually a 2-layer network? If it is, explain in 1-2 sentences. If not, rewrite it (algebraically)
as a 1-layer network with only 2 learnable weights. Why do neural networks need nonlinearities?

(iii) [4 pts] Now, let’s go back to the first NN and add a nonlinearity node. Recall ReLU (x) = max (0, x).
Also consider a loss function Loss(y, y ∗ ) which represents the error between our network’s output (y) and
the true label (y ∗ ) from the dataset. We will perform an abbreviated version of backpropagation on this
network.
x

×

m

b

+

a

ReLU

y

Loss

y∗

1. Compute ∂Loss
using Chain Rule. Use Mean Squared Error as the loss function, which is defined as
∂a
M SE(y, y ∗ ) = (y − y ∗ )2 where y ∗ = true label and y is the predicted output from the neural network.

2. Find

∂Loss
∂b .

Note that since we are doing backprop, we can reuse calculations from part 1.
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3. Find

∂Loss
∂m .

Note that since we are doing backprop, we can reuse calculations from part 1.

4. What is the gradient descent update rule for updating m? What is the update rule for b?

For the next few parts, we analyze the Perceptron algorithm. In the perceptron algorithm, we predict +1 if w
~ T f~(x) ≥
~
0, and predict −1 else, where f (x) is a feature vector.
(d) [3 pts] When implementing
the perceptron algorithm with a neural network, the following function might be
(
1
if x ≥ 0
of use: sign(x) =
. If we added this sign(x) node to our neural network drawings, what would
−1 if x < 0
happen during backpropagation through this node?
Hint: what does the gradient look like for various x values?
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(e) [2 pts] Draw the binary perceptron prediction function as a “neural-network”-styled computation graph. Assume 3 dimensional weight and feature vectors: that is, [w0 , w1 , w2 ] is the weight vector and [f0 (x), f1 (x), f2 (x)]
is the feature vector. Recall that in the perceptron algorithm, we take the dot product of the weight vector
and the feature vector. In addition to the addition and multiplication nodes, add a loss node at the end, to
represent the prediction error which we would like to minimize. Label the edge which represents the perceptron
model’s output as y.
Hint: y = sign(w0 ∗ f0 (x) + w1 ∗ f1 (x) + w2 ∗ f2 (x))

(f ) [2 pts] Using Mean Squared Error (y − y ∗ )2 as the loss function, compute ∂Loss
∂wi . Because of the problem you
noticed in the previous
h part iwith including the sign node, as we are doing chain rule below, use the custom
gradient ∂sign(x)
= ∂sign(x)
= 1.
∂x
∂x
custom
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(g) In this part, we will derive the gradient update rule for the perceptron using our graph above.
 ∂Loss 
∂w0

. Using your answer from the previous question,
(i) [1 pt] The loss gradient is defined as ∇w Loss =  ∂Loss
∂w1
∂Loss
∂w2

write out the loss gradient.

(ii) [4 pts] What is the gradient update rule (w
~ ←w
~ − α∇w Loss) for the cases below?
~
Hint: your answers will be in terms of f (x) and α.
1. y = −1, y ∗ = 1

2. y = 1, y ∗ = −1

3. y = y ∗

(iii) [1 pt] For α = 41 , compare the update rules you derived for the 3 cases above with the Perceptron update
formula in the notes and lecture. Briefly describe your observations.
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Q3. [0 pts] Optional: Programming Naive Bayes
Now we will implement these ideas in code (in a Google Colab Notebook, link posted on piazza) to perform language
modeling, and then use the language model to generate some novel text!
(a) You will implement some of the math you computed earlier to complete the following functions in the provided
N-gram class. Note that if you follow our hints, this should not require more than 15 total lines of code for all
the functions below.
First, follow the instructions in the instruction PDF to set up your Google Colab Notebook.
You can find the pdf under
Piazza/resource/CS 188 Fall 2020 Written Homework 4 Colab Instructions (Optional).pdf
You will need to implement the following functions:
• count_words
1. This function returns a dictionary with the count of each word in self.text_list.
2. HINT: You can do this in one line by using collections.Counter.
• calc_word_probs
1. This function converts a dictionary of counts from count_words and normalizes the counts into
probabilities.
2. HINT: You can do this in 1-2 lines by using self.normalize_dict(...)
• probs_to_neg_log_probs
1. This function converts an inputted dictionary of probabilities probs_dict into a dictionary of negative
log probabilities.
2. HINT: Use np.log.
• filter_adj_counter
1. This function is a little more complicated. Given a length N − 1 tuple of tokens and their associated counts (frequencies), this function searches through all the length N phrases it has stored in
self.adj_counter (or is passed in via the argument adj_counter) and returns a dictionary with
only the length N phrases with the same first N −1 words as word_tuple, plus their associated counts
(frequencies). See the docstring for a concrete example.
2. HINT1: Use phrase[:len(word_tuple)] to get a tuple of the first N − 1 words of each N -length
phrase in the adj_counter to compare with word_tuple.
3. HINT2: We are returning the filtered dictionary which is stored in the variable subset_word_adj_counter,
so you need to modify this dictionary in some way.
• p_naive
1. This function calculates the non-smoothed empirical probability of a length n phrase occurring given
length n−1 tuple of tokens prev_phrase. In other words, it calculates P (current token|previous N - 1 tokens).
The probability is based on counts, exactly like how we calculated probabilities in the green eggs and
ham example earlier in this problem without smoothing.
2. HINT1: You need to define prob because it is being returned.
3. HINT2: You need to normalize filtered_adj_counter which is already defined for you.
• calc_neg_log_prob_of_sentence
1. This function calculates and returns the negative log probability of the entire sequence of tokens
sentence_list given a probability function p_func (which is either the smoothed or the nonsmoothed probabilities).
2. HINT1: curr_word_prob is defined for you, and is P (currToken|previous N - 1 tokens).
3. HINT2: cum_neg_log_prob is what the function returns. For each iteration of the for-loop, what
must we do to update cum_neg_log_prob?
4. HINT3: Think about how we combine log probabilities for each word.
• calc_prob_of_sentence
1. This function calculates and returns the probability of a sequence of tokens.
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2. HINT1: Use the function you just wrote, calc_neg_log_prob_of_sentence.
3. HINT2: Use np.exp.
(b) After writing the above functions and mounting the corpus on your google drive, you should be able to run the
text generation algorithm. This algorithm works by first using the N-gram model to construct CPTs (as we
saw earlier in this homework). Then, it uses the CPTs to generate a sequence of words that our model thinks
can occur with relatively “high probability.” Our hope is that the “high probability” sequences are sequences
of words that make some kind of sense.
Run the text generation algorithm and record (in the spaces below) some of your N-gram model-generated
sentences with the following parameters. Please do these in order or else you will be very disappointed by the
mediocrity of the text generated. What are the effects of increasing N and k on the quality of the generated
text? Modify the N, k variables in the “play with params in code here” section.
1. N = 1, k = 1

2. N = 2, k = 1

3. N = 2, k = 5

4. N = 3, k = 1

5. N = 3, k = 5

(c) Now, perform language modeling on a dataset/corpus of your choosing. Select a corpus, put it in a text
file, and upload it to the google drive folder with all the other .txt files you uploaded earlier. Then redefine
training_corpora_path_list under the comment “REDEFINE training_corpora_path_list here if you
wish to use your own corpus” and use the model to perform text generation (as you did above). For good
results, select a corpus at least 50,000 words long. If you are not feeling creative, feel free to use the other files
in the cs188whw4public folder.
Below, write a sentence that your N-gram model generated on your custom corpus.

(d) So far, we have used N-gram to do language modeling and text generation. We can also use N-gram, with some
modifications (that staff has already coded for you) to capitalize a sequence of words correctly. This is done
using probability maximization; in other words, which options of capitalization look most like things we have
seen in the training dataset. The current implementation is slow, but if you were to make a spin-off project,
you can look into the Viterbi Algorithm (not in scope for 188 this semester) to speed it up.
Run the capitalization script on the strings provided (you do not need to make any changes for this part). If
you wrote your code correctly, you should get capitalizations of the inputted sentences that make sense. In
other words, your model is smart enough to know when to capitalize tricky words like “united!”
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